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understanding of its meaning.  2   But if Ross is right, that is, if these economists 
have a concept of choice di� erent from the one held by noneconomists, 
commonsensible realism needs to be quali� ed. � is has practical implications, 
too. Regarding the gap between the folk and economic theories of the economy 
mentioned above, for instance, the gap might be more di�  cult to bridge than 
initially thought if the two groups diverge even at the supposedly commonsensical 
conceptual level. 

 Speci� cally, Ross states that choice is a pattern of behavior that varies in 
response to incentives. We highlight two points: � rst, on this view, choice in 
economics is a population-scale phenomenon, rather than an individual 
psychological one. � is implies that choice can have very heterogeneous 
causal bases if one zooms in to the individual scale, such as e� ortful decision-
making, imitation, inertia, constrained random behavior, and so on. Second, 
since these causal bases are heterogeneous, the subject may or may not be 
conscious that she is making a choice. Consciousness is thus not a necessary 
(nor a su�  cient) condition for behavior to count as choice in this economic 
sense. Nevertheless, choice has to vary in response to shi� s in incentives in a 
theoretically tractable�way. 

 Ross•s conceptual variance hypotheses can be reformulated as follows: 

 �    H1: Economists are more likely than noneconomists to think of a behavioral 
change as choice, if it is a response to incentive shi� s. 

 �    H2: Economists are more likely than noneconomists to think of a behavioral 
change as choice, even if the actor is not aware that she is responding to 
incentive shi� s. 

   In order to test these hypotheses by eliciting the respondents• notions of choice, 
we constructed two sets of  vignettes , that is, stylized descriptions of hypothetical 
scenarios in which the protagonist changes his or her behavior prompted by 
a range of events ( Nagatsu and P õ der, 2018 ). We tested the two hypotheses in 
two di� erent sets of vignettes. In the � rst set, we manipulated the dimension 
concerning the cause of the protagonist•s behavioral change (Linda•s reduce meat 
consumption). We had four levels, namely, (i) belief change, (ii) price change, (iii) 
medical change, and (iv) •nudgedŽ change. In the second set, we manipulated 
the dimension concerning the protagonist•s awareness of the cause of their own 
behavioral change (John stops winking to his female colleagues), where the 
cause is � xed as an incentive change (frowns of disapproval by winkees). We had 
three levels, namely, (i) being aware of the cause, (ii) being unaware of it, and 
(iii) interrupted by a cause overdetermining behavior regardless of awareness. 
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 Table 7.1                   Respondents• characteristics 

 Area of study  Education  Language  Gender 

 Economics  73  BA  34  English  16  Male  79 

 Others  54  MA  25  Estonian  16  Female  48 

 PhD  63  Finnish  34 

 n/a  5  Italian  23 

 Turkish  17 

 Others  21 

 Total  127  127  127  127 

   Our regression analysis is largely consistent with our predictions and support 
Ross•s hypotheses. In particular, answering •EconomicsŽ as the main area of 
study makes one more likely to judge Linda•s incentive-induced behavioral 
change as a choice. � is e� ect, call it the  economist e� ect , is large (about 20 
percent average marginal e� ects), statistically signi� cant (p  <  0.05), and 
robust (the e� ect size remains the same regardless of the exact thresholds 
for responses to be categorized as positive or negative answer), con� rming 
Prediction 1. � e results strongly suggest that economists are more likely than 
noneconomists to think of a behavioral change as choice if it is a response to 
incentive shi� s. � is supports Ross•s hypothesis 1, as formulated above. � e 
economist e� ect on judging John•s unconscious incentive-induced behavioral 
change as choice is not as clear, and therefore we focus on the � rst economist 
e� ect here.  5   

 Economists might have a distinctive, technical concept of choice that they 
apply in their scienti� c practice, but how do we know that the economist 
e� ect we observed re� ect that methodologically relevant concept? � e 
answer we advance is a speci� c version of commonsensible realism. Unlike 
the strong version, which identi� es economic and folk concepts, this weak 
version accepts that economic concepts such as choice (and subjective beliefs, 
preferences, and the like) are continuous with common-sense counterparts 
but deviate from them in ways that re� ect economic theoretical frameworks, 
such as the theory of choice. In other words, economists share some common-
sense understanding of these concepts, which is overridden or partially 
modi� ed by scienti� c disciplinary training (or alternatively puri� ed by self-
selective recruitment). While the strong version does not motivate empirical 
investigations of economic concepts (because we already know them from our 
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Folk vs. economicŽ concerns the variance between folk and scienti� c (economic) 
concepts, these debates on preferences explicitly concern variance of preference 
concepts in two scienti� c disciplines: economics and psychology. Roughly 
speaking, the debates take place in the context where psychology challenges 
economics for its lack of psychological realism. In this section, I will provide a 
brief overview of these debates and discuss how X-phi of economics can shed 
light on them. 

 �  e postwar development of revealed preference theory enabled economists 
to model choice behavior as utility maximization based on observable 
choice data and a set of parsimonious axioms regarding preference relations. 
Accordingly, the hedonic connotation of the utility concept„intensity of 
pleasures and pains„has been stripped away, and it has become simply a 
convenient way of indexing preferences that satisfy the axioms of revealed 
preference theory. � ere is a popular historical narrative among economists 
according to which this theoretical achievement is seen as a completion of 
the long-term separation of economics from psychological hedonism, under 
the in� uence of the contemporary behaviorism in the early twentieth century. 
 Edwards (2016)  calls it a •behaviorist mythŽ; however, this interpretation is 
misleading. First, strictly speaking, the notion of preferences never disappeared 
from choice theory, as originally envisioned by the young Paul Samuelson, the 
founder of revealed preference theory ( Hands, 2010 ). Second, the core axioms of 
the theory (completeness and transitivity of preferences) are postulated  a priori , 
not based on observations of human behavior using behaviorist methods such as 
conditioning. � ird, Expected Utility � eory ( Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 
2004 , � rst appeared in the second edition in 1947)„the standard theory of 
choice under risk and uncertainty„did not develop along the behaviorist line, 
either. � is theory involves the notion of risk preference as a key construct, and 
 Savage (1954)  added an extra psychological construct of beliefs qua subjective 
probabilities. So, as a historical account, the behaviorist myth is just that, a myth. 
However, the myth may re� ect an inherently ambivalent nature of the notion 
of preference in economics: on the one hand, the theory enables economists to 
infer (or  reveal , as they say) preferences from observed choice data without data 
on mental or neurological processes. In this sense, the preference concept does 
not need psychology. On the other hand, the very axioms are based on  a priori  
postulates about preference relations (and relations between subjective beliefs 
and preferences in the case of expected utility theory), which seem to be based 
on the introspective psychology of decision-making. Are preferences behavioral 
or psychological (mental)? 
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